Who we are?
Project Management
Projects management is one of our
core services. InnoVius follows the
business cases all the way with risk
assessment and analysis of each stage:
idea, partnership and case teaming,
preparation
of
project,
implementation and evaluation of
results. The team of experts guarantee
competence delivery and providing
with best partners and practices to our
clients in the case.
LEAN Management
In InnoVius AS, we see LEAN
Management as an approach to
running an organization that supports
the
concept
of
continuous
improvement, a long-term approach to
work that systematically seeks to
achieve small, incremental changes in
processes in order to improve
efficiency and quality. Through
implementation of LEAN management,
InnoVius AS seeks to eliminate any
waste of time, effort or money by
identifying each step in a business
process and then revising or cutting out
steps that do not create value.
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InnoVius AS is a Norwegian project
management and technical consultancy
Business Matchmaking
company.
Advanced matchmaking requires vast
Our in-house team brings together tens of
and flexible network, generating of
specialists from a different field of interest.
technologies and tools that might help
Our connections reach even further as we bring
bridge the gap between business players
together a network of over 100 partners and associates from Nordic and
from different fields, regions, cultures and
EU countries. Together, we identify your firm’s unique opportunities and
develops the unique standards for gaining
challenges, and then deliver local, cost-effective solutions that help your
the people and companies in the same place
organization realize its full potential and making our clients’ ambitions
with the same purpose. InnoVius provides
possible. Our people are engineers, designers, project managers,
with expertise in matching business cases and
environmental specialists and business service professionals. The
new ideas, finding the potential partners and
breadth of our skills and knowledge allows us to provide a unique
building tailor-case integrating approach to clients
integrated approach to projects whatever their size, complexity
or geography.
Quality Management System
We see our mission in creation of standards that can
Through introduction of a quality management system
suite both sides and give the equal approach to
(QMS) as a formalized system that documents processes,
donors and beneficiaries.
procedures, and responsibilities for achieving quality policies
and objectives, InnoVius AS helps it's clients to coordinate and direct
organization’s activities to meet customer and regulatory requirements
and improve its effectiveness and eﬀiciency on a continuous basis. By
introduction of quality management systems, we will help you to improve
your organisation's processes, to reduce waste, to lower your costs, to
facilitate and identify training opportunities, to engage all staff and set up
your organization in wide direction.
Energy Efficiency Consulting
Working with energy eﬀiciency issues is one of our services. InnoVius
provides the complex approach to smart solutions in energy optimization
related to thermal systems: compressed air systems, building heating
systems, alternative energy, HVAC, developing of building automation.
We offer custom made engineered solutions. The target is to reduce the
cost and energy consumption as more as possible.

Our services:
InnoVius AS provides full chain from the
project proposal development, matchmaking
with leading Norwegian industrial and public
authority partners in the target fields and
project management throughout the project
lifecycle.
Besides the project management in the
implementation period we also provide a
range of Norwegian consultants in the focal
fields, such as: LEAN management, QMS,
matchmaking, energy efficiency, renewable
energy, climate expertise and green industry.
www.innovius.no
info@innovius.no

